Split city kayak tour
The tour begins from the picturesque
Split harbour, where we enter our van.
During the 20-25 minute journey our guide
will show us the city streets and important
points of the city. The van journey will finish
on the Kaštelet beach on the Marjan
peninsula, the green hill near the city, real
“Central park” of Split.
On the beach we will enter our kayaks
and paddle to the west to the small cove – the
port of the luxurious villa of the former
Yugoslav president Tito. After sightseeing
the villa on the very sea shore and its private
beach, we will paddle back eastwards, but
this time we will not stop on our starting
point, but we will continue paddling. On this
route we will see popular, but peaceful city
beaches, rocks, a small marina and the open
air swimming pool of the old and famous
swimming and water polo club. We will also
paddle around the Sustipan cape with sheer
cliffs and the remains of former old city
graveyard on it. Behind the cape the view of
the city port will open to us. Slowly, near the
great modern marina and the western part of
the port, with the magnificent view of the old
city and its walls, red roofs and high bell
towers. After that we will paddle back to our
starting point.
Our van will wait for us and will drive
back through the city, but not the same way
as we did it before.

Route: Split harbour – Kaštelet beach – Split
harbour
Start of the trip: from 430 to 8 PM
from 930 AM to 1 PM
or at the request
Meeting point: Split harbour
Length: about 4 km paddling route and 10
km by van
Duration of the trip: 3,5 hours
Number of participants: 6 - 20
Guide: yes
Paddling and safety equipment: yes
Equipment: sea kayaks ( double sit)
Paddling experience: no
Transfer: yes
Insurance: yes
Price: 35 €
Included: sightseeing the city, fruit snack,
water

If the weather is bad, the trip will be postponed or the money will be refunded.

